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Projects by Faculty/Unit/Division

**UQVC Flagship Course**
- SSP Project - UQ2U: Co-design of UQVC2000

**Faculty of Business, Economics and Law**
- SSP Project - BEL Global Mates Events Pivot to Online
- SSP Project - UQ2U: Redesign of MKTG2501

**Faculty of Health and Behavioural Sciences**
- SSP Project - HLTH1000 v.4.0 Evaluation of a team survival guide and online interprofessional learning

**Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences**
- SSP Project - GLAM Futures: Redesigning the Master of Museum Studies program
- SSP Project - Flipping and Boosting EDUC7211 and EDUC7113
- SSP Project - Long-term sustainability of LTCS3002 Translating and Interpreting Studies: Ensuring authentic WIL experiences in external/flexible mode
- SSP Project - The Do-Over: Supporting COVID-19 Interrupted 2020 1st years 2021
- SSP Project - Let’s get together: Co-created Guides for Effective Group Work Practice in HASS
- SSP Project - HASS Videolife - navigating HASS studies in a new mix-mode reality
- SSP Project - CCJS Magazine
- SSP Project - How to HASS Transition Communication Strategy for HASS UG Students for 2021: Online Resources to Navigate Program Structure Changes in 2021

**Faculty of Medicine**
- SSP Project - A feedback literacy program to improve medical student engagement in workplace feedback
- SSP Project - Creativity and empathy during the time of pandemic: Role of extra-curricular activities in the MD program
- SSP Project - Investigating correlations between formative quiz performance and End of Semester exam performance
- SSP Project - Live co-evaluation of a brand new health course
- SSP Project - Developing an action plan to support rural students in the MD program
- SSP Project - Deconstructing the nervous system (NS) to improve learner perceptions and outcomes
- SSP Project - Developing OSCE assessment literacy - towards a cultivated community of practice approach
- SSP Project - Evaluating Medical Students’ perception about image based multidisciplinary practical exam during the Covid-19 Pandemic
- SSP Project - Supporting integration through blended learning

**Faculty of Science**
- SSP Project - Active Learning in the new MATH1050
- SSP Project - Re-imagining UQ Planning Project desktop review
- SSP Project - Traditional Knowledge: Centring Deadly Science in UQ’s Curriculum
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UQVC Flagship Course

SSP Project - UQ2U: Redesign of UQVC2000

About the project
This Student-Staff Partnership seeks to co-design the course delivery of UQVC2000 as part of the UQ2U initiative.

View this project studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2750276

Faculty of Business, Economics and Law

SSP Project - BEL Global Mates Events Pivot to Online

About the project
Have you been a mentor for the Business Global Mates program? Join this SSP Project and help co-design and co-implement new strategies to build community and enhance the connection between mentors and mentees, no matter where or how they are studying.

View this project studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2835347

SSP Project - UQ2U: Redesing of MKTG2501

About the project
Have you previously completed MKTG2501 and want to contribute your ideas to enhance the course? This Student-Staff Partnership seeks to redesign the course delivery of MKTG2501 as part of the UQ2U initiative.

View this project studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2748842
Faculty of Health and Behavioural Sciences

SSP Project - HLTH1000 v.4.0 Evaluation of a team survival guide and online interprofessional learning

About the project
Join this SSP project and have the opportunity to be involved in the co-implementation and co-evaluation of a newly designed team survival guide for HLTH1000. You will work with a team to co-develop the project goals and outcomes to determine the relevance of the guide for adoption in other courses in the HABS Faculty and possibly even other Faculties.

View this project  studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2835287

Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences

SSP Project - GLAM Futures: Redesigning the Master of Museum Studies program

About the project
Have you completed at least one semester of study in the Master of Museum Studies (MMS)? Do you want to collaborate in a partnership team that will work as part of an Implementation Working Party to enhance the MMS? Then apply to this project to have direct input and influence in the enhancement of the MMS.

View this project  studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2835033

SSP Project - Flipping and Boosting EDUC7211 and EDUC7113

About the project
Have you completed EDUC7211 and/or EDUC7113? Do you want to collaborate with student and staff partners to identify and implement innovative ways to enhance the curriculum? Then apply to become a student partner on this project, and draw upon (and have the ability to develop) your communication and collaborative skills.

View this project  studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2835030

SSP Project - Long-term sustainability of LTCS3002 Translating and Interpreting Studies: Ensuring authentic WIL experiences in external/flexible mode

About the project
Did you complete LTCS3002 last semester? Want to improve the experience of future virtual translating and interpreting experiences? Apply today to join a team of students and staff to co-investigate how to improve the virtual industry experience and co-design appropriate support materials within LTCS3002.

View this project  studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2835034
Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences

SSP Project - The Do-Over: Supporting COVID-19 Interrupted 2020 1st years 2021

About the project
COVID-19 has led to a drastically different first year experience for students. Join this project to identify the needs and specific supports that first year students, moving into their second year, require in order to re-orientate into “normal” university life in 2021.

View this project studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2835042

SSP Project - Let’s get together: Co-created Guides for Effective Group Work Practice in HASS

About the project
This Student-Staff Partnership seeks to co-create recommendations and resources for group/team practices within the diverse subject areas of the HASS faculty. Apply now to help enhance the group work experience for UQ students!

View this project studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2748830

SSP Project - HASS Videolife - navigating HASS studies in a new mix-mode reality

About the project
On this SSP project you will collaborate with HASS staff to co-develop a video-based engagement strategy and pilot a 'proof of concept' for a set of creative, fun and engaging video interventions to enable students studying from afar to better navigate their degrees and HASS community.

View this project studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2835300

SSP Project - CCJS Magazine

About the project
Are you a current Criminology or Criminal Justice student? Become a Student Partner and get involved in the development of a new student-staff publication, the UQ Criminology and Criminal Justice Magazine! As a Student Partner, you will have the opportunity to collaborate with other students and staff to co-develop the overall intellectual direction of the magazine including the mission, content, and organisational structure.

View this project studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2835311

SSP Project - How to HASS Transition Communication Strategy for HASS UG Students for 2021: Online Resources to Navigate Program Structure Changes in 2021

About the project
HASS is currently embarking on a program restructure for 2021. Join this SSP Project to help co-design and co-author a communication strategy for students to help them understand and effectively navigate the range of choices available to them in 2021.

View this project studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2835357
Faculty of Medicine

SSP Project - A feedback literacy program to improve medical student engagement in workplace feedback

About the project
Have you completed MEDI7316 and/or MEDI7318? Do you want to draw upon your experiences to co-develop resources to enhance the feedback literacy skills of your peers? Apply to collaborate on this project and play an integral role in shaping the direction of feedback and feedback literacy resources within the MD program!

View this project studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2835297

SSP Project - Creativity and empathy during the time of pandemic: Role of extra-curricular activities in the MD program

About the project
Are you in your first or second year of the MD program? Do you want to collaborate with students and staff to co-develop an extra-curricular program for MD students based on the principles of creativity and empathy? Apply to this project to work in partnership to enhance the student experience for future MD students.

View this project studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2835040

SSP Project - Investigating correlations between formative quiz performance and End of Semester exam performance

About the project
Have you completed Year 1 of the MD program? Do you want to draw upon your unique experiences to enhance the histology program and further enhance student success within this discipline? Apply for this project to collaborate in partnership with a team of student and staff partners to investigate the correlations between formative quiz performance and end of semester exam performance.

View this project studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2835288

SSP Project - Live co-evaluation of a brand new health course

About the project
Are you studying PUBH1110 in Semester 2? Are you interested in collaborating with the course coordinator and other students to improve the student experience of the course on the go? Then you may want to become a Student Partner on this project! By being involved in the evaluation of this first-time course, you will have the opportunity to ensure that the evaluation, feedback, and recommendations shape the experiences of current students in the course and improve future iterations of the delivery.

View this project studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2834994

SSP Project - Developing an action plan to support rural students in the MD program

About the project
Draw upon your knowledge and experiences as an MD student from a rural background to help shape the program to attract future rural students and play a part in promoting rural career pathways in Medicine. As a student partner you will collaborate with other students and staff in identifying common experiences and unique challenges faced by MD students from rural backgrounds, and developing an action plan to address these.

View this project studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2834998
SSP Project - Deconstructing the nervous system (NS) to improve learner perceptions and outcomes

About the project
Apply today to join a team of students and staff to co-create recommendations for solving the challenges faced in developing a good understanding of the Nervous System Module within MEDI7112. By drawing upon your own experiences of the module (or other experiences in the MD program), you can help to improve the student experience within this module.

View this project  studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2835027

SSP Project - Developing OSCE assessment literacy - towards a cultivated community of practice approach

About the project
This SSP project is a fantastic opportunity for Year 4 Medicine students to co-develop, implement and evaluate an assessment literacy program designed to improve Year 3 students’ OSCE preparedness. Join this project and help your fellow students feel less anxious about Objective Structured Clinical Examinations (OSCE).

View this project  studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2835050

SSP Project - Evaluating Medical Students’ perception about image based multidisciplinary practical exam during the Covid-19 Pandemic

About the project
Are you a current first year or second year MD student? Join this SSP team to co-evaluate the MD students’ experiences of image-based online exams that occurred for first year and second year students due to COVID-19.

View this project  studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2835293

SSP Project - Evaluating Medical Students’ learning experience about using an e-Learning Platform for tutorials during the Covid-19 Pandemic.

About the project
Are you a current first year or second year MD student? Join this project to co-investigate the advantages and disadvantages of the recent pathology e-tutorials in the MD program. As a student partner, you will be involved in the co-design of a study to inform pathology curriculum recommendations.

View this project  studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2835298

SSP Project - Supporting integration through blended learning

About the project
Would you like to co-create engaging multimedia resources that foster interdisciplinary thinking? Have you completed MEDI7212 and MEDI7222? Apply now to collaborate with staff and students and help promote an integrated learning environment for MD and other UQ students!

View this project  studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2835355
Faculty of Science

SSP Project - Active Learning in the new MATH1050

About the project
Join this SSP project to enhance the experience of students studying MATH1050! Student Partners will co-design engaging learning resources for a series of twelve workshops that will support students in developing a deeper conceptual understanding of the course content through active learning.

View this project  studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2835051

SSP Project - Re-imagining UQ Planning Project desktop review

About the project
Are you a current undergraduate or postgraduate planning student? Would you be interested in being part of an internal review to improve the planning student experience? Join this SSP Project to have the opportunity to co-review the planning programs, and be part of collating, analysing and reviewing course feedback.

View this project  studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2835289

SSP Project - Traditional Knowledge: Centering Deadly Science in UQ’s Curriculum

About the project
Have you completed your first year of studies at UQ? Do you want to collaborate in partnership with staff, students and members of the Indigenous Steering Committee to co-design and develop an inaugural Major in Indigenous Traditional Knowledge in the Bachelor of Science? Apply to become a student partner and contribute to this fantastic project.

View this project  studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2835336

Future Students

SSP Project - Young Achievers Program Retention & Engagement Strategy

About the project
Contribute to shaping the Engagement & Retention Strategy for 2021 and beyond for Young Achiever students at UQ! This is an opportunity for “Young Achievers” to share their feedback, ideas and advice for improving the offerings and services of YAP in order to best support current and future YA students at UQ.

View this project  studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2835010
Student Affairs

SSP Project - Employability Timeline

About the project
Do you want to draw upon your unique experiences to co-develop an innovative digital “just in time” solution? Apply to join this project and help guide students on their employability journey at UQ.

View this project studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2835031

SSP Project - Marketing Experience: A guide to ePortfolios and showcasing your value

About the project
Join this SSP project and co-create resources that not only teach students how to best engage with and build an ePortfolio, but promotes the benefits of its use in developing a personal brand and digital identity. You will have the opportunity to strengthen your digital literacy, put your areas of study into practice (for example, Marketing, IT, Graphic Design, Media production etc.), and be subject matter experts on the implementation of a multi-faceted piece of work potentially impacting the entire student body at UQ.

View this project studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2835046

Office of the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Research)

SSP Project - Engaging Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students in research pathways

About the project
Become a Student Partner and work with a team to co-investigate Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students’ experiences of Higher Degree by Research study and how to make research pathways more accessible and attractive to them. This will be a great opportunity to get an insight into university governance and be part of providing insights that will be considered as part of implementation planning for the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Research Strategy.

View this project studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2835038

For further details, please contact:

Student-Staff Partnerships
SSP@uq.edu.au
employability.uq.edu.au/student-staff-partnerships